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1 ABSTRACT

The most recent installment of the Federal Cloud & Data Center Summit, held on August 3,

2017, included five MITRE-ATARC (Advanced Technology Academic Research Center) Collab-

oration Sessions. These collaboration sessions allowed industry, academic, government, and

MITRE representatives the opportunity to collaborate and discuss challenges the government

faces in cloud computing and data center modernization. The goal of these sessions is to

create a forum to exchange ideas and develop recommendations to further the adoption

and advancement of cloud computing and data center management techniques and best

practices within the government.

Participants representing government, industry, and academia addressed five challenge

areas in the federal cloud and data center domains: Innovation Challenges in Cloud & Data

Center Environments; After the migration: Pairing DevOps with Cloud Services; The impact

of standards on government cloud use; Measuring the true cost of cloud; and Healthcare IT.

This white paper summarizes the discussions in the collaboration sessions and presents

recommendations for government, academia, and industry while identifying intersecting

points among challenge areas. The sessions identified actionable recommendations for the

government, academia, and industry which are summarized below:

Despite cultural resistance, proper DevOps practices are essential to effective

government cloud adoption. Government cloud advocates should work to refine

their DevOps policies and practices.

Government cloud practitioners should drive the development and adoption

of cloud security standards to help facilitate adoption among resistant cloud

adopters.

Other emerging technologies (e.g., Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence

(AI)) will help drive cloud adoption, and the government should prepare to “leap-

frog” the trends in government technology adoption to prepare for the integration

of cloud and other emerging technologies.
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2 INTRODUCTION

During the most recent Federal Cloud & Data Center Summit, held on August 3, 2017, five

MITRE-ATARC (Advanced Technology Academic Research Center) Collaboration Sessions

gave representatives of industry, academia, government, and MITRE the opportunity to

discuss challenges the government faces in cloud computing and data center modernization.

Experts who would not otherwise meet or interact used these sessions to identify challenges,

best practices, recommendations, success stories, and requirements to advance the state of

cloud computing and data center technologies and research in the government. Participants

ranged from the CTO, CIO, and other executive levels from industry and government to

practitioners from government, industry, and MITRE to researchers, students, and professors

from academia.

The MITRE Corporation is a not-for-profit company that operates multiple Federally

Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) [15]. ATARC is a non-profit organi-

zation that leverages academia to bridge between government and corporate participation

in technology. MITRE works in partnership with ATARC to host these collaborative sessions

as part of the Federal Cloud & Data Center Summit. The invited collaboration session par-

ticipants across government, industry, and academia worked together to address challenge

areas in cloud computing and data center management, as well as identify courses of action

to be taken to enable government and industry collaboration with academic institutions.

Academic participants used the discussions as a way to help guide research efforts, curricula

development, and to help produce graduates ready to join the work force and advance the

state of cloud and data center research and work in the government.

This white paper is a summary of the results of the collaboration sessions and identifies

suggestions and recommendations for government, industry, and academia while identifying

cross-cutting issues among the challenge areas.

3 COLLABORATION SESSION OVERVIEW

Each of the five MITRE-ATARC collaboration sessions consisted of a focused and moderated

discussion of current problems, gaps in work programs, potential solutions, and ways forward

regarding a specific challenge area. At this summit, sessions addressed:

• Innovation Challenges in Cloud & Data Center Environments;

• After the migration: Pairing DevOps with Cloud Services;
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• The impact of standards on government cloud use;

• Measuring the true cost of cloud;

• and Healthcare IT.

This section outlines the goals, themes, and findings of each of the collaboration sessions.

3.1 Innovation Challenges in Cloud & Data Center Environments

The Innovation Challenges in Cloud & Data Center Environments session discussed barriers

to enhancing innovation in cloud and data centers, explored opportunities for data center

enhancement, and discussed current approaches to using innovation for data center mod-

ernization. Commercial cloud environments as well as on-premise data centers are prevalent

in the government despite cloud receiving more attention, recently. Both require innovation

to be as effective as possible and to advance government computing effectiveness. However,

barriers such as policy, rate of acquisition, and others can prevent innovation from occurring

in cloud and data centers. This session explored those barriers, opportunities to overcome

them, and established recommendation for improving the government’s ability to advance

the state of innovation in cloud and data center environment.

This session had three goals:

• Describe challenges to introducing innovation;

• Recommend ways to overcome challenges; and

• Recommend best practices for data center modernization.

At the beginning of the session, the purpose of the session was reviewed, specifically

mentioning that innovation challenges to be discussed included not only the cloud but the

data center as well. Subsequently there were no discussions about the data center as the

interests within the entire session focused on the cloud. The data center challenges could be

summed up in one challenge, extending the data center into the cloud. This may be driven by

the mandates in government to reduce the number of data centers and driven by the cloud

first initiative; even when discussing – specifically – data centers, the conversation took a

cloud-first direction.

Cloud security challenges have dominated many conversations and has received the lion’s

share of attention over the last several years. Although this challenge remains a concern, it

did not make it into this group’s “top 10” challenges in the order they were discussed. As
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with many initiatives, agencies are hard pressed to identify where and how to begin cloud

initiatives.

3.1.1 Challenges

The collaboration session discussions identified the following challenges prohibiting intro-

ducing innovation to cloud and data center efforts and environments within the government:

• Identifying the various expertise required to successfully migrate to the cloud

• Overcoming the cultural challenge for resistance to change (moving into the cloud)

• Attracting and hiring cloud knowledgeable resources in government

• Adopting disruptive technologies compounded by the rate of change

• Identifying migration priorities

• Understanding the acquisition processes for leveraging cloud services

• Adopting and integrating Software as a Service versus custom development

• Planning challenges, where to start and how to proceed

• Focusing on the return on investment versus costs

• Cloud Migration face the same challenges of Money, budgets and the color of money

• Security concerns with the use of open source software in the cloud

• Security and accreditation challenges

• Identifying changes to the operational model for sustainability within an integrated

cloud environment

3.1.2 Discussion Summary

Despite a breadth of topics being covered by the participants in the session, a few were most

actively discussed. These discussions are summarized – by topic – in this section.

The top challenge for innovation in cloud is the same challenge a lot of other IT initiatives

face: finding the right talent; in this case with experience to effectuate a smooth transition to

the cloud. This topic received the most attention as the government and their contractors
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have a lot of experience managing data centers, much less for cloud initiatives. Participants

felt that it was necessary to not only rely on contractor knowledge of the cloud but that

in-house expertise was critical, as well.

Cloud experience is in high demand and industry throws generous incentives and salaries

for those in the know. Training existing staff takes considerable time and energy and detracts

from an already pressing workload.

The resistance to moving into the cloud remains ingrained in the culture within the

government. For many seasoned veterans in the leadership ranks, embracing the cloud

translates into taking on more risk without a clear understanding of the return on investment.

With extensive data center experience, IT managers are asking themselves “why take on

additional risk and expense of moving into the cloud? How is the value of using cloud

resources measured? How do we go about justifying the cost, effort and risks associated with

moving to the cloud? How do we switch the discussion away from costs to one focused on

the value proposition?”

Cross generational technology from legacy systems to virtualized environments are diffi-

cult and expensive to integrate within an existing data center without the additional burden

of moving them into and managing them in the cloud. The agency’s mission and policy

requirements often must justify the move of these systems into a cloud environment in order

for them to be upgraded.

Acquisition for cloud services requires a different approach from traditional data center

acquisitions and can present unique challenges, taxing the agency’s resources which typically

have limited experience in cloud acquisitions. Cloud technology continues to evolve rapidly

adding another element of complexity to the acquisition process which can significantly

impact the migration.

Moving into the cloud presents a major shift in paradigm for the Enterprise Services

Lifecycle. The cloud offers many benefits to institute DevOps and accelerate delivery of

mission capabilities. IT managers are again left with questions such as “How do we proceed,

where do we start, how do we plan for this? How does this fit into the overall IT strategy?”

How does the cloud contribute to mission alignment? Migration into the cloud is not a lift

and shift proposition; significant changes are required from a multi-dimensional perspective:

human, cultural, moral, technology, policy and financial. Employees worry that moving to

the cloud may render their skills obsolete.

The effort and the required resources to migrate could be considerable. The knowledge

and experience required are instrumental. Reducing risk requires extensive analysis and can

quickly bring a cloud initiative to its knees. How do government IT managers prepare an
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entire organizational for this transformative shift and embrace this technological disruption?

There are different rules to play by in the DOD realm, one size doesn’t fit all. Stringent

security posture complicates all aspects of a transition to the cloud. The military may benefit

the most from a cloud presence given the global distribution of the mission, yet has more

challenges to overcome.

Post cloud implementation requires a different approach to sustainability; the challenges

do not end with the migration. Understanding the operating model of the cloud is a new

challenge which – in some aspects – may relinquish control of parts of the IT stack to different

parties (except for a private cloud). The questions IT managers face include “How does

supporting a cloud environment differ from the traditional data center? Managing resources

in the cloud relinquishes control of those resources; where and how is government data

physically stored as it may be distributed in multiple cloud locations; what are the challenges

to importing or exporting vast amounts of data residing in the cloud?”

An open source architecture is more prevalent in the cloud than the traditional data center

raising concerns about potential vulnerability threats such as “How potential threats are

identified in a cloud environment. Who is responsible for identifying the threat, mitigating

the risk and responding and coordinating disruptive events across multiple parties involved

in the service chain?”

There are many SaaS1 instances as well as tools for monitoring and automating manage-

ment of a cloud environment. Determining what the services and tools offer, how to use

them, what types of resources are needed to manage them, their suitability, is a daunting

challenge requiring knowledgeable resources to discern the information.

Security remains a concern for moving into the cloud, but is not considered significantly

more complex than for the traditional data center. Security has been a major concern for early

cloud adapters, much has improved as in setting standards such as FedRAMP and vetting the

ATO process.

3.1.3 Recommendations

The participants in the Innovation Challenges in Cloud & Data Center Environments collabo-

ration session identified several important findings and recommendations.

Acquiring the correct talent for cloud initiatives can follow three tracks. Hire cloud experi-

enced resources, contract with external cloud expertise and train internal staff. Contracting

may be the quickest solution for acquiring the expertise, although all three recommendations

1The three service models of cloud computing: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
and Software as a Service (SaaS) [11].
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should be followed concurrently. Knowledgeable Presidential Management Fellows (PMFs)2

and interns can be valuable resources, as well.

Follow up with an Analysis of Alternatives to identify fastest, lowest cost, least risk, optimal

efficiency solutions. There may be several choices (e.g., SaaS, cloud migration, do nothing).

Plan carefully, include all resources that support the use of cloud early in the process,

including the acquisition and operational resources. Learn from industry, as industry typically

moves faster than the government. Have buy-in across the board including leadership

and stakeholders. Create Integrated Project Teams (IPTs) to help integrate cloud projects.

Define success criteria to effectively measure cloud initiatives, and manage and mitigate risks

accordingly.

Bring in training and/or coaching resources to help with cultural changes to alleviate

any obstacles to cloud migrations. Coaches can help foster successful strategies leading to a

smoother migration. A good organizational change management will quickly assess where

the barriers exists.

Start small, look for a simple migration, low hanging fruit to gain leadership and stake-

holder buy in. Perform a pre- and post-mortem analysis to capture benefits and risks. Cloud

can help effectuate a DevOps culture leading to better stakeholder involvement and satisfac-

tion. Have a clear understanding of funding allocations, which color of money applies. Help

leadership understand the return on investment versus the cost factor.

Evaluate the different technologies and capabilities. Vendors can help, although beware

of false claims. Explore how the cloud provider meets requirements. Ask if the organization

has the right tools to manage a cloud environment. Identify potential SaaS/PaaS instances

to leverage. Determine if open source provides an acceptable alternative. Understand how

cloud security is administered and how Authority to Operate (ATOs) are managed.

Develop a plan of what needs to change and how to effectuate change for operational

support. The operational model will change as new participants (cloud brokers and cloud

providers) are introduced into the support structure. Ensure there is a clear understanding of

the service level agreements with them.

In summary, the nature of the recommendations followed a similar pattern of recommen-

dations given for any disruptive technology; start with baby steps and proceed cautiously.

Until the risks are clearly identified and the return on investment has been analyzed and

understood, adoption will be slow, but much progress has been made in these areas.

As the government is risk adverse and policy constrained, rollout of cloud technology has

been slow. Though there are many benefits for using the cloud; cloud technology requires

2https://www.pmf.gov/become-a-pmf/overview.aspx
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a major shift in mindset “culture eats strategy for breakfast”3, understanding changes to

planning, acquisition, integration and operations activities. Cloud knowledge and experience

which has been traditionally lacking in government is critical for any migration.

• Educate leadership and stakeholders on the risks and benefits of using the cloud.

Communicate status and issues often with them.

• Start with low hanging fruit as in small simple projects to demonstrate quick wins and

gain some experience and organizational buy in.

• Plan, plan and plan some more before proceeding with the rollout. Make sure the plan

is well understood by those who will participate in the rollout to the cloud and with

the stakeholders so that they understand what they can expect. Ensure that the correct

resources have been identified and procured

• Provide adequate training and mentoring of cloud technology and operations in the

cloud.

This approach is not unique to cloud adoption, it follows a pattern of experience and

common sense. The cloud is becoming a ubiquitous IT resource, providing services to the

government enabling them to focus on their core mission objectives. The cloud enables

an agency to take advantage of DevOps bringing solutions to the mission quicker as well

as universal mobility through a distributed computing environment as well as many other

benefits.

3.2 After the migration: Pairing DevOps with Cloud Services

The After the migration: Pairing DevOps with Cloud Services session focused on the differ-

ences between standard management and operations for IT systems and their counterparts

in cloud environments. Specifically, this session aimed to discuss organizational operations

and dynamics that should change when migrating to cloud; explore and recommend Opera-

tions and Maintenance (O& M) and DevOps intersection points to optimize cloud usage; and

explore cloud services that help enhance or enable these organizational changes.

While most organizations begin their cloud journey with a decision of whether or not to

migrate and how to migrate, many organizations have not thought about how to effectively

operate after the migration. In this session, participants discussed how organizational and

3A quote from the session.
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operational dynamics should change to better suit cloud environments by leveraging DevOps

for enhancing organizational outcomes.

This session had three goals:

• Recommended operational changes;

• Recommended O& M and DevOps cooperative changes or efforts; and

• Recommended cloud services that help enable these changes.

3.2.1 Challenges

The collaboration session discussions identified the following key challenges with migrating

and adapting DevOps processes to best fit cloud and data center environments:

• DevOps Adoption Barriers;

• Organizational Transformation; and

• Driving Change.

3.2.2 Discussion Summary

The session began with capturing participants’ expectations and the challenges that they

encountered in adopting DevOps practices. Queries ranged from overcoming cultural barriers

to implementing fully automated solutions that leveraged DevOps tools. Collation of those

queries discerned common themes that warranted further discussion and collaboration. The

following items were among the most actively discussed in this context:

• Leveraging DevOps for fiscally responsible Agencies;

• Cultural Aspects;

• Making Foundational Changes;

• Overcoming Organizational Barriers; and

• Policy Alignment.
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Leveraging DevOps for Fiscally Responsible Agencies Commercial sectors move faster

with DevOps because they have a hard monetary “bottom line” and are more willing to take

risks, as opposed to government agencies which can be bound by citizens’ services impact,

public welfare driven urgencies, mission priorities, or other non-monetary considerations.

Commercial businesses that are at risk of shutting down are more open to change than estab-

lished businesses. However, owing to bearing of fiduciary responsibilities, budget cuts might

help government agencies move to DevOps, because of the potential cost savings associated

with DevOps paired with cloud adoption. Further, showing reduction in operational costs

(compared to Total Cost of Ownership) might be a better motivator.

Cultural Aspects DevOps involves a mindset and an environmental change that is driven

top-down and bottoms-up. Not only it is important to have management sponsorship

stemming directly from its executive leadership, but all teams must buy-in to the culture to

be successful. One should expect the need to get people to believe that DevOps/Cloud is

“better” than what they are used to.

Making Foundational Changes There would be a strong need to determine the founda-

tional changes required before implementing DevOps as a whole. There is a forcing function

that led organizations to transition to the cloud. Despite shrinking budgets, expansive change

has to be driven across the broader vendor, contractor, and government teams to maintain a

positive mindset.

Overcoming Organizational Barriers DevOps potentially restructures organizations. Large

silos must be broken before DevOps can work. It is strongly advocated to bring all teams to

the table when discussing changes. One must be comfortable sharing information across

organizations. Sharing is hard when information is power, hence the need to revisit changing

of reporting and responsibility models.

Conway’s law4 (intended as a sociological observation) suggests that organization struc-

ture dictates its code structure. The law is based on the reasoning that in order for a software

module to function, multiple authors must communicate frequently with each other. There-

fore, the software interface structure of a system will reflect the social boundaries of the

organization(s) that produced it, across which communication is more difficult.

Some organizations employ product-centric teams rather than competency driven teams

for their business or product owners to help achieve organizational goals5. Silo’ed teams

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway’s_law
5https://hbr.org/1978/07/strategy-is-different-in-service-businesses
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may focus on the success of their team (often at the detriment of other teams) as opposed

to product-focused teams which work towards a greater common goal. Best teams are

cross-functional and enduring with single outcomes.

One of the easiest ways to re-organize in a matrix organization is to align similar services.

One has to decouple outcome owner in contrast to decision owner6.

Policy Alignment Many a times policies do not align to intended best practices, and that

can cause delays and wasted resources. There may be a need to revisit policies to determine

if the mandated policies may be revised or completely castoff. Compared to a more stringent

“law” mandate, policies can be changed to accommodate what’s at stake.

3.2.3 Recommendations

The participants in the After the migration: Pairing DevOps with Cloud Services collaboration

session identified the following important findings and recommendations:

• Leverage Leadership Influence;

• Identify Holistic Performance Improvement Opportunities;

• People Development;

• Employ Non-Conventional Contracting Vehicles;

• Implementation Considerations;

• Technical Considerations;

• Unified Organizations; and

• Cultural Motivation.

Leverage Leadership Influence Have conversations with leadership to talk about business

value of changes. The mindset and sponsorship of cloud adopter’s top-cover will be essential

to maintain momentum. DevOps can be very disruptive as it might place customers (i.e.,

citizens) at risk. Those challenges be overcome by introducing social concepts such as “first

followers/early adopters” [12] – initially, a few people take calculated risks by trying and

showcasing new methods until a critical mass is reached and the new concept becomes

6https://hbr.org/1968/11/organizational-choice-product-vs-function
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adopted by mainstream7. Early adopters include people who are closest to the mission or

need speed to delivery as with DoD and Department of Justice (DoJ).

More risk-averse organizations should look to move smaller/lower impact systems using

DevOps to show impact, thereby focusing on the positivity of a potential outcome. These

organizations should work with early adopters and select or address projects that show

how DevOps works. Further, these organizations might have to go to executive levels to get

management buy-ins for setting up a Project Management Office (PMO) for DevOps.

Identify Holistic Performance Improvement Opportunities One of the pieces of advice

that surfaced was to create roadmaps using Value Change Mapping (i.e., walking through

all activities from inception to delivery and determining activities that provide value and/or

would need to be modified or eliminated). Avoid activities that lead to “Dark Scrum”8 so that

organizations could reap the benefits of the process.

People Development As DevOps practices mature, organizations can expect automated

software development life-cycles processes that can help maintain compliance (such as

security measures) without constant human intervention. Automation may make certain

employees redundant, but people need to constantly evolve to account for change. The

session participants recommended having mentors for people who are not familiar with

DevOps and help them grow into new roles. There will be a relentless need to educate

and train people on development, security, and maintenance operations (DevSecOps) or

pertinent cloud skills. Additionally, security and application development teams may have to

be part of the same team.

Government practitioners could anticipate learning in areas that would push people

out of their comfort zones. A diverse skill set is key to success, so organizations should

expose teams to situations to which they are not accustomed and build a culture of learning

in operational processes. Lead by example by being “code savvy” – instill and encourage

teaching and learning code development across all levels in organizational operations.

Employ Non-Conventional Contracting Vehicles Traditionally, procurement and account-

ing professionals expect flat-rate changes in cost. However, costs can fluctuate in the cloud.

Hence, from a business perspective, getting the right contract is important.

7https://www.ted.com/talks/derek_sivers_how_to_start_a_movement
8http://ronjeffries.com/articles/016-09ff/defense/#fn:trans
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Implementation Considerations From a resources perspective, getting the right skill-set

is important. It is recommended that people working on implementation report directly to

leadership to stress the importance of DevOps. Having DevOps associated directly with an

agency’s Enterprise Architecture Board would ensure that agile pursuits are based on sound

technical ground.

Create coalitions – experience suggests that one should implement and maintain cohesion

with various technical teams before moving to cloud. One should not wait until organizations

move to cloud to implement DevOps.

Technical Considerations Shared service models may have to look for common platforms

and toolsets across organization(s) to rationalize. One has to explore and define the set of

common services that will bring value to the organization.

To sustain DevOps (post cloud migration), take a deeper look at all inter-dependencies. A

possible approach might entail starting with the application layer and working one’s way up.

Creating common API’s across agency might be a good step in that direction.

Early failures provide the opportunity for early recovery, as well. As a good risk averse

practice, leverage cloud to make quick decisions. Best practices include building security

in your processes such as conducting static code analysis right after code commits. With

common services, it is possible to deploy the same security tools in traditional data centers

as ones in the cloud. You might even explore the possibility of “DevOps as a Service”.

Unified Organizations Achieving compliance with DevOps needs to span across vendors/platforms

on a continuous basis. This includes Integrating Security practices with DevSecOps. A con-

certed effort that envisions a mindset of achieving “ATO in a day” might be the tipping point

to lead change.

One must work together to build success for entire “duration” instead of a short “moment”.

Executive sponsorship, change management and communication are time tested principles

that apply to DevOps, as well.

Cultural Motivation There was an uproar among session participants when this topic was

suggested, invoking the response: “Shame people into doing the right thing!” Imbibe a culture

with an asymptotic drive in having its people always doing the right thing. It was earnestly

suggested that FFRDC representatives should develop whitepaper on DevOps culture.
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3.3 The impact of standards on government cloud use

With increasing oversight, requirements, and standards for IT acquisition and management

in the government, cloud computing – and its promise of cost reduction – is top on the

minds of government IT professionals. In this session, participants discussed the impacts of

government IT related policy and standards on commercial cloud adoption.

The session was structured to capture IT manager pain points and to foster an open

discussion on associated issues and potential solutions. Specifically, participants were asked

to address the following in sequence:

• Identify the government policies, standards, or requirements causing concern;

• Describe the impacts or issues associated with identified policies, standards, or require-

ments; and

• Provide suggestions for addressing issues or successful solution examples.

A vast majority of session contributors indicated a need for additional guidance beyond

existing government standards. This is consistent with progressive growth in government

cloud adoption. As agencies begin to execute their cloud adoption strategies or act upon their

migration plans, management and worker tiers are forced to wrestle with new and emerging

issues not previously addressed. This illustrates the tremendous value in collaborative cross-

agency working groups chartered to address emerging issues and brainstorm solutions.

3.3.1 Challenges

The collaboration session discussions identified the following general challenge areas:

• Trusted Interconnection (TIC) Reference Architecture 2.0 [8] (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Performance Impacts, Boundary Definitions, and Data Ownership

• Application Integration Standard (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Architectural Design and Migration Architectures

• Data Standards (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Schema, Transformation, and Handling

• Identity and Access Management (IDAM) Definitions (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Group Policies, Directory Schema, Single Sign-on (SSO), and Multi-

factor Authentication (MFA)
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• Routing and Bandwidth Standards (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Internet Access, Domain Name Server (DNS) Resolution, API Calls,

and Quality of Service (QOS)/Service Level Agreement (SLA)

• Governance Standards (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Boards, Processes, Decision Making

• Single Security Pane of Glass (Guidance Needed)

Area of concern: Security Controls, API Exposed Data, FedRAMP [9] Requirements,

Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASB) Solutions

• Continuous Integration (lack thereof)

Area of concern: DevOps, Agile Programs, Change and Configuration Management

(CCM)

3.3.2 Discussion Summary

Government IT managers continue to seek guidance with respect to cloud service access

architecture. Participants indicated a desire to avoid the TIC for performance reasons and

are hopeful for progress regarding the TIC Overlay and the TIC Ready Cloud. The need for

architectural guidance in the handling of application migration and integration of cloud

deployments with backend agency systems continues to be a paint point for government

cloud adopters. Ultimately, government IT managers continue to seek reference architectures

to guide cloud migration and implementation.

While reference architectures can be of significant value, sometimes simple policy is all it

takes to break stalemate. Participants expressed uncertainty in cloud migrations activities

surrounding the definition and secure handling of data moved to the cloud. Some expressed

concern regarding data ownership once a data set was moved to the cloud. Some expressed

concern over the right to audit data generated by a cloud customer’s provisioned services.

Others expressed concerns over who has the right to copy and reproduce data moved to the

cloud. The participants cited standards as a way to alleviate (or at least guide the mitigation

of) these perennial cloud challenges.

An interesting problem in Role-based Access Control (RBAC) emerged while discussing

the need for IDAM standards. It is obvious that use of a cloud service provider’s (CSP’s)

IDAM system could require a re-mapping of user roles, privileges, and groups when identity

federation is not an option. Typical government agency RBAC structures have multiple legacy

tiers and years of evolution. Accordingly, RBAC distribution trees can be very large and
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granular. By contrast, the clean new environment of a fresh commercial cloud deployment

may afford a reduced set of RBAC tree components or provide an opportunity for rethinking

of the structure. Some participants expressed a desire for government standards regarding

the definition of cloud user roles and privileges and their mapping to agency Global Policy

Objects (GPOs) (e.g., Microsoft Active DirectoryTM).

While migration and implementation guidance would typically seem sufficient for cloud

adoption, lack of guidance regarding the execution of development, security, and main-

tenance operations (DevSecOps) is troublesome. Use of the commercial cloud has many

implications for a broad spectrum of the organization. Each deployment can involve procure-

ment, engineering, operations, security, and other departments. The automatability of cloud

operations is forcing the move to agile management. Moreover, a large array of supporting

cloud development and operations tools have emerged to create a state of paralysis by tool

analysis as managers wrestle with tool selection. Finally, the availability of familiar operations

and security data associated with commercial cloud deployments is causing operational

entities such as cyber defense providers to think twice before committing to specific cyber

SLAs.

The impact of commercial cloud adoption upon the totality of the organization is just

now being felt by mid- and lower-level agency managers. As a result, the cry for guidance

in governance rings loudly. Participants expressed a desire for agency specific guidance in

governance regarding:

• Interacting with the FedRAMP Program Management Office (PMO) and internal pro-

curement departments;

• Integrating commercial cloud solutions with modernization efforts and technical skills

development;

• Evolving technical and operational policies to facilitate adoption; and

• Making migration go-/no-go decisions.

In short, government IT managers are calling for reference architectures for migration

engineering and integration, DevSecOps guidance to guide operations activities, and gov-

ernance models to facilitate interdepartmental and interagency collaboration and decision

making.
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3.3.3 Recommendations

The participants in the The impact of standards on government cloud use collaboration session

identified the following important government IT Manager needed guidance to facilitate

cloud adoption:

1. Orchestration Support;

2. Reference Architectures;

3. Data Policy;

4. IDAM Standards; and

5. Governance Models.

In the area of migration and operations, managers are stymied by the vast array of tool

options and the unknowns associated with new cloud orchestration constructs. Although

experience is likely to operate positively in this realm, until then, managers are looking for

help integrating legacy data center with automated commercial cloud operations, new man-

agement interfaces, and CSP specific data logging, reporting, and alerting systems. More

specifically, participants indicated a need for the Single Security Pane of Glass (SSPG) and Fe-

dRAMP requirements for common API data exposure to demystify cloud driven cybersecurity

environments. While the notion of a CASB was offered as a solution, participants indicated

success with a variety operations support tools including:

• MuleSoft9

• Talend10

• Jenkins11

• Red Hat Open Container Project (OCP)12

• HP Eucalyptus13

• IBM BlueMix14

9http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/MuleSoft
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talend_Open_Studio_for_Data_Integration
11https://devops.com/tag/jenkins/
12https://connect.redhat.com/blog/open-container-project-ocp
13https://www.wired.com/2014/09/hp-eucalyptus/
14https://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/bluemix/what-is-bluemix
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• Oracle Developer Cloud Service (ODCS)15.

Deployment questions related to TIC connectivity, TIC Ready cloud availability, network

topology, and connectivity to agency-based backend systems continue to hinder cloud adop-

tion. Reference architectures addressing connectivity and routing topology with references

to QOS/SLA characteristics is believed to have substantive value for design engineering

departments.

Every agency has its own variation on information models and critical data needs. Each

data set comes with its own sensitivity and associated risk management requirements. How-

ever, many agencies have not yet begun the task of categorizing or identifying the risk charac-

teristics of their data. For example, in the Department of Defense (DoD), the Cloud Comput-

ing Security Requirements Guide (SRG) defines four “Impact Levels” [7] for data classification.

Each Impact level (IL) has its unique data sensitivities and associated handling requirements.

This helps immensely in the definition and selection of cloud services and associated security

requirements. The Intelligence Community employs a “Data Conditioning” process to sani-

tize and tag data for migration to a cloud service environment (CSE) and to define handling

and security requirements. However, only contract terms and conditions can address the

ownership and handling rights issues. Government agencies are urged to support efforts

to improve government acquisition regulations and to establish associated cloud service

procurement guidelines to address such concerns.

While it is not envisioned that a single universal government RBAC policy tree would apply

broadly across the government, it is reasonable to consider the value in developing agency

specific cloud deployment definitions and associated legacy-to-cloud RBAC mappings. The

biggest concern in this area is associated with a non-secure mapping of privileges that could

result in some cloud user erroneously acquiring unintended right to access and manipulate

data creating a security vulnerability. Though such would not necessarily be an intentionally

created vulnerability, it is one that could result from simply poor due diligence.

Government has an opportunity to aid industry in helping to refine and standardize

governance. Accordingly, government cloud adopters have a responsibility to strive to “get

it right.” If government managers are uncertain about means and protocols for interaction,

processes and stakeholders for decision making, and organization structures for responsi-

bility assignment and business executions, government managers are effectively unarmed

on the commercial battlefield. Solution suggestions in this realm include review of the use

of frameworks such as NIST Cybersecurity Workforce Framework [14] for personnel capa-

bilities or the NIST Cybersecurity Framework for organizational functionality. Finally, the

15https://cloud.oracle.com/developer_service
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concept of specific cloud computing governance constructs were recommended, including

the following:

• Implementation of a Cloud Computing Governance Board (CCGB) to specifically ad-

dress cloud migration initiatives and projects;

• Implementation of a Data Governance Process to ensure the readiness of data to be

migrated and address risk factors; and

• Appointment of a Chief Data Officer (CDO) to exercise authority and control over

agency data placed into the commercial cloud.

In summary, this session addressed many standards and policy issues associated with

cloud migration and believed to be acting as an impediment to cloud adoption. The group

being extremely knowledgeable in the plight of the government IT manager dealing with

cloud strategy implementation, gave tremendously useful discussion of the issues and rec-

ommendations for future success. It is the conclusion of this group that the following actions

will go a long way to smoothing the adoption and migration of government systems to the

commercial cloud:

1. Use cloud orchestration tools;

2. Develop cloud deployment reference architectures;

3. Identify agency data sensitivities and define associated handling requirements;

4. Create standard cloud based RBAC structures and map them to legacy structures when

federation is not achievable; and

5. Implement cloud specific governance models.

3.4 Measuring the true cost of cloud

Measuring the true cost of cloud session focused on the benefits of cloud computing that are

often difficult to quantify. Participants explored the “soft impacts” of cloud adoption; dis-

cussed methods of measuring soft impacts as well as other costs; and discussed opportunities

of using these measures to facilitate cloud acquisition. There are multiple ways to measure

the cost and return on investment of adopting or migrating to a cloud environment. For

example, common methods include migration costs or yearly operating costs. This session

will explore the alternate measures such as the increase efficiency of operation or ability to
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perform new tasking; specifically, this session will explore opportunities to quantify those

impacts, and help new cloud adopters measure expectations when migrating and adopting

the cloud.

This session had two goals:

• Itemize soft costs as well as metrics to measure them and

• Discuss the role of soft cost metrics in cloud acquisition.

The session was structured around the major component of cloud costs to foster an

open discussion on identifying all the cost elements, discussing options for cost control, and

potential optimizations. Cost components were grouped into major categories based on

cost similarities and to address all costs in the available discussion time. Specifically, the

categories were as follows:

1. Infrastructure,

2. Connectivity,

3. Security/Certifications/Mobile,

4. Access/Delivery/Mobile,

5. Operation/Automation,

6. Management/Policy,

7. Training,

8. Migration/Transition, and

9. People/Process.

3.4.1 Challenges

The collaboration session discussions identified the following challenge areas with quantify-

ing the benefits of cloud adoption:

• Infrastructure and Platform,

• Systems and Applications,

• Connectivity,
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• Security,

• Access/Delivery/Mobile, and

• Operation and Optimization.

These challenges are discussed in further depth in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 Discussion Summary

Each identified challenge was discussed at length in the collaboration session.

Infrastructure and Platform IaaS costs cover the usage of physical hardware including

compute, storage, networking, native operating system, and hypervisors. It also includes the

physical facility space and utilities (i.e. power and water). PaaS includes operating systems,

middleware, and run time environments.

Infrastructure and Platform Discussion For IaaS and PaaS, many considerations impact

total cost of cloud.

SLAs and QoS - many CSPs provide multiple level of SLAs akin to the “Bronze, Silver, Gold,

Platinum” program. Each increase in the stand of SLAs increases the responsiveness and

services to users, but at a relative cost increase. Government organizations migrating to cost

can benefit from understanding the SLAs and which is the optimal combination of cost and

service. An honest assessment of the performance requirements needed by the government

can improve this process.

COOP - Disaster Recovery (DR) and Continuity of Operations (COOP) are potentially

significant for the Federal government. Essentially, three types of backup and recovery exist

to support DR/COOP: Hot/Cold (periodic backups to an environment that is not operation-

ready), Hot/Warm (backups sent to network connected site with minimal capabilities), and

Hot/Hot (complete copies of production software and data).

Systems and Applications SaaS includes both software and data, non-migrated applica-

tions and APIs, and potentially more elements depending on the SaaS. Cloud costs for

applications and data include the cost of migrating to cloud, and the cost for operating within

the cloud.
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Systems and Applications Discussion For systems, applications and SaaS, many consider-

ations impact total cost of cloud.

Readiness - To estimate the costs for applications, government agencies must analyze

factors such as:

• Is the application cloud ready (does it have to be refactored, made more secure, etc.)?

• Is the data cloud ready, and where does it go (active storage, archival, redundant back

up, geographically agnostic, secure encryption, etc.)?

• Number of application candidates; if there are a significant number of applications,

some proportion of them will not be good candidates for migrating to cloud.

• Cost impacts for maintaining a hybrid environment can be quite high and need to be

cpmsodered/

• 80:20 rule: 20% of apps might take 80% of the effort to migrate.

User Community - the larger and more complex the user community, the more a cloud

migration and operation is likely to cost. A user community that is geographically dispersed,

silo’ed, performs complex functions, or is growing with use of cloud technology will have

higher demands and likely be running a more complex operation. Note that non-standard

business processes that require high degrees of customization may also increase costs. Some-

times, migrating to a cloud solution increases standardization of business processes, which

can increase automation and reduce costs per operation (or costs per user). However, if

the user base also increases, the overall costs can increase due to this demand. The value

proposition of this simultaneous increase might be beneficial overall, even if costs increase.

Functional Complexity - generally speaking, a very complex system is based on extremely

large data sets, high compute needs, high network access demand, and at least some amount

of specialized configuration or coding of special functions. Maintaining complex systems can

also be costly in terms of development, testing, training, and other requirements. Security

of complex systems is also usually higher than simple systems. Individually, each of these

parameters can increase costs of cloud systems. Combined, these parameters sometimes act

to increase costs significantly.

Architecture - the architecture of the cloud solution system can impact both the migrating

costs and the operational costs of the system. Certain decisions, such as commercial cloud

versus hybrid cloud, tiered data storage, and other considerations, may significantly impact

cloud infrastructure costs. Data lifecycle costs may actually increase in some circumstances
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due to the wide variety of options in the cloud previously unavailable. Increased network

traffic, as users move out to the cloud may increase costs as the network communication

lines are upgraded.

Security - Security constraints on architecture may require significantly increased net-

work communications as queries and data responses are repeatedly validated through secu-

rity mechanisms. Cloud access through Cloud Access Points (CAPs) in the DoD, or TICs in

the non-DoD Federal Government, may place additional constraints on communications

performance, necessitating redundancies, which increase costs.

Connectivity Connectivity refers to the Federal government’s ability to connect to the

internet and cloud services. It includes the following:

• In-house Network Infrastructure,

• Network Services,

• Remote Access,

• Resources and Expertise, and

• Content Delivery Network (CDN).

Cost Drivers that were identified as having a significant probability of impact for connec-

tivity include the following:

• SLA and QoS,

• Architecture,

• Users,

• Locations,

• Spans,

• Security (TIC, CAP),

• Legacy,

• Locations of Data, and

• Capacity.
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Connectivity Discussion At least one government representative reported spending a

lot of time troubleshooting system issues because connection failure points existed in a

cloud environment that previously did not exist with an on-premise data center approach.

Connectivity issues included an unreliable or overwhelmed CAP/TIC, network latency lags,

and vendors inexperienced with government security requirements that caused performance

issues. Attempts to remedy these situations included redundant connection points, working

with vendors to educate them and find solutions mutually, updating contracts, improving

leadership familiarity with the entire network operations schema, improving the architecture,

checking connectivity between multiple CSP’s, and even checking time zones. One factor

that clearly decreased issues and improved the cost and time to resolving issues was high

quality staff, who were well informed of the situation, and were able to work as a team to

identify and correct root causes of issues. Having network performance tools and a deep

understanding of the network path from a monitoring location to the cloud is critical to

understanding problems that arise.

Security Security refers to the confidentiality, integrity and availability for applications and

data for correct processing. The collaboration session discussions identified the following

security areas as appropriate security topics:

• Appliances/Applications and Tools,

• Expertise,

• Processes – Audit – Remediation,

• PCAP, and

• Reporting and Logs.

Cost Drivers that were identified as having a significant probability of impact for security

include the following:

• FedRAMP,

• Best Practices,

• Technology Deployed,

• Risk Tolerance,

• Users,
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• Key Management,

• API Security,

• Incident Handling and Forensics, and

• Mobile Device Access.

Security Discussion Due to the limited time available for discussion, the primary focus of

discussion for security involved the tools. A primary cost consideration for any cloud acquisi-

tion is the requirements of the government security officer, agency mandates, and federal

requirements that must be met. What are the policies and practices for data management,

encryption, best practices, responsibilities, etc., and are the tools provided as part of the

enterprise (i.e., provided already by the government), or are they the responsibility of the

application/system owner, and therefore part of the cost?

There was at least one suggestion to ensure that security best practices were reviewed

and understood by all stakeholders both before and after migration to cloud. The costs

of changing security practices to include changes necessary to ensure cloud security are

part of the migration costs. The cost of continuing monitoring and handling security in

an operational cloud are part of cloud operations costs. For example, migrating to cloud

may require a shift to user-based security models such as RBAC, or may require a robust

identity management tool that can address user access from known points (e.g., in house) and

unknown points (e.g., remote locations). The government must address the costs involved in

maintaining security in a new, user-based environment. Many third party security solutions

exist. Choice of the best security tools depends on the requirements of the security officer and

the architecture of the total cloud technology environment. Regardless of the deployment

model or service level, management of the encryption keys is a critical element of cloud

security. The government should own and manage the keys.

Cost of security logs was raised as a concern. Depending on the CSP, commercial costs

for large data files, including security logs, can be significant. Logs are often stored in active

storage, and processed and routines for reviewing, then archiving, security logs can reduce

these costs (archive storage is generally far less expensive than active storage). Location may

also affect costs in other ways. Hybrid cloud security logging costs may be higher than other

deployment models, for example.

FedRAMP certification can have a large impact on security costs for Accreditation and

Authorization. Most government organizations typically do not have financial resources or

time to sponsor a CSP for an agency Provisional ATO (PATO). Instead, look for FedRAMP
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authorized solutions, or vendors who are in the process of obtaining PATOs for their services.

Note that specific CSP services obtain PATOs, not the CSP as a whole. A self-assessment of

the government agency’s data sensitivity requirement can save the government in cost. The

higher the designated sensitivity of the data, the higher the required number of controls, and

the more costs are involved with the CSP. Requiring additional controls can also add to the

time necessary to obtain the PATO.

At least one government representative recommended getting help going through ac-

creditation process. While the process is getting easier, it is nevertheless a challenge. Expert

advice can help avoid unexpected pitfalls. In addition, having staff with Commercial CSP

certification can significantly improve the chance of successful ATO, and reduce the time

and cost involved in achieving it. Further, if the agency security policy does not currently

support cloud adoption, then resolve this issue before attempting a cloud migration. The

costs involved in attempting a migration without security policy support can be prohibitive.

Risk management, including research and knowledge of cloud capabilities and security

risks, is key to managing security costs. Federal agencies should conduct research in risks and

be able to envision high-risk scenarios, and develop and apply risk mitigation practices. These

scenarios might also include future user demands for mobile access, mobile phone APIs, and

Internet of Things access to systems and applications; in short, a Bring Your Own Devices

(BYOD) scenario. The security of these types of access points is a growing consideration.

Discussion ensued over whether security costs would increase or decrease over time.

CSP’s monitor, collect and provide extensive data that can be analyzed for cost optimization.

This includes evaluating the security-related information to search for more cost effective

processes, tools or security management capabilities. However, costs of incident handling,

forensics, monitoring tools, security staff training, and general security training of a growing

population of users may increase security costs and offset the potential savings.

Access/Delivery/Mobile While not currently a prevailing demand or capability across the

Federal government, future user demands for mobile access, mobile phone APIs, and Internet

of Things access to systems and applications; in short, a BYOD scenario is anticipated. The

costs of providing access for these types of access points is a growing consideration.

Operation and Optimization Operation and Optimization refers to the use and continued

improvement of cloud services, including cost control and optimization for value. The collab-

oration session discussions identified the following security areas as appropriate operation

and optimization topics:
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• Training,

• Automation,

• Governance,

• Analytics,

• Optimization,

• People and Process,

• Cloud Strategy,

• Cloud Billing,

• Migration, and

• Shadow Data Center.

Cost drivers that were identified as having a significant probability of impact for security

include SLAs, but are recognized to be much more broad despite not being specifically

discussed in the collaboration session.

Operation and Optimization Discussion Due to the limited time available for discussion,

the primary focus of discussion for operations and optimization centered around training

and cloud strategies.

Training - Training staff for cloud migration success is essential. Many types of training,

and communication in general, can be employed, at different costs. Books, or online access

to materials on cloud essentials, or specific reading, audio or video materials on tools or

SaaS services may be available. It is generally considered that training staff is a cost effective

measure to ensure that mission function continues in the event of technology change. Various

options, such as bringing in vendors for group training (versus training each employee one-

on-one), “brown bags” or “lunch and learn” sessions, use of tools such as Sharepoint, email,

videos, etc. are all cost effective training tools.

Cloud Strategy - Migrating to cloud is essentially a mission and business decision. Having

a strategy and business case can identify the cost factors and lead to a complete estimate

of the total cloud costs. It can also work to identify and optimize the migration, therefore

reducing risk and costs. In developing the strategy and business case, agencies may elect to

reach out to partners and view their examples of lesson learned and reasons for success and
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failures in cloud migrations and operations. Developing tactical approaches, including pilots

and sandboxes, is very useful for experimenting with migration options in a cost effective

manner. Using automation frameworks such as Puppet or Ansible can be very effective and

save time and costs. Building repeatable processes and frameworks to enable the consistent

assessment, planning and implementation of cloud migration projects, including costs and

risks, can help leadership decision making, and support cloud adoption programs with

minimal cost.

3.4.3 Recommendations

Measuring the total cost of cloud involves many factors, both technical and non-technical.

Determining the specific costs is dependent upon the agency’s readiness to move to cloud, the

scale and complexity of the solution, and the current users’ demand. Future considerations

such as growth in demand, and integrating new devices will also have cost impacts. The

following conclusions were reached regarding major cost factors in adopting cloud:

1. Security is usually number one

(a) Sometimes most costly consideration due to many potential impacts

(b) Factors include current policy, processes, compliance, update or replacement of

security tools, and FedRAMP

2. Network & connectivity

(a) Cloud may include requirements to increase network connectivity in house, in-

creasing the cost investment to move to cloud

(b) Geographically dispersed user base versus local organization impacts cost as

outlined above

(c) Security needs may have a significant impact on network costs

3. Migration Planning & Strategy

(a) Building a business case helps increase awareness and understanding of specific

factors to be addressed for a cloud migration program or project

(b) Building a strategy defines the major steps, reduces risks, and controls costs

4. Compute & Storage
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(a) Compute costs may be optimized over time per unit, but demand increases may

offset optimization savings

(b) Storage costs may be optimized for active versus passive storage

5. Operation/Optimization

(a) Mission expansion may increase costs over time

(b) Standardization and optimization may reduce the cost per unit (i.e., cost per user)

over time

6. Management Oversight (Culture)

(a) Culture and management play a significant role in total cloud costs

(b) Very difficult to measure

7. Train key people in order to maximize knowledge and control risk and cost

3.5 Healthcare IT

The Healthcare IT session focuses on aspects of cloud services and their uses in the healthcare

domain. Government healthcare organizations are changing in how they administer and

monitor healthcare. Patients’ experiences outside of healthcare as well as new technology

are enabling patients to take more ownership of their healthcare. This fundamental transfor-

mation of healthcare is challenging the government’s underlying infrastructure, governance,

analytics, and business practices.

This session’s goals and activities are defined by the Veteran’s Administration (VA) Inter

Program Office (IPO) with MITRE guidance. This session had four goals:

• Explore the impact of the Internet of Medical Things (IOMT) in expanding the bound-

aries of healthcare, focusing on the following questions: What data should flow from

the edge to inside, and what data (analysis) can stay on edge? What is the role of AI in

these environments?;

• Analyze how healthcare is preparing an infrastructure that will provide “anytime, any-

where” digital health;

• Discuss incentives for patients to participate in cloud-based healthcare; and

• Identify recommendations for advancing cloud usage in the healthcare domain.
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3.5.1 Challenges

The collaboration session discussions identified the following challenges unique to cloud

adoption in the healthcare domain:

1. Strategic Approaches

2. Data Sharing and Ownership

(a) Sensors and Devices

(b) AI and Machine Learning (ML)

3. Standardization

3.5.2 Discussion Summary

The cloud can be both transformative and disruptive. The discussion items in this section

were the most salient.

Strategic Approaches to using technology to solve problems and create new capabilities

The government needs to consider strategic approaches and innovations that will solve prob-

lems and create new capabilities. The Federal Government should work to use technology to

solve challenges in a healthcare system that comprises 20% of the Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) since this figure is expected to balloon as the US population ages. The challenges

include:

• Early detection to improve the wartime mission for the DoD;

• Government accelerated research and development (R& D) to make advancements in

prosthetics;

• Telehealth; and

• Supporting the warfighter in austere environments with sensors, low bandwidth, AI,

and metadata.

These challenges require a fundamental change in how we work with electronic health

records (EHR). The government can lead research in this area. Ultimately, the healthcare

community needs to determine how to put health into the hands of the patient, meaning that

each person is responsible for his/her health records. It may be possible to “leapfrog over
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current technology” and get to solutions more quickly. We cannot continue with incremental

updates as these take too much time and are too costly.

The government has a role in leapfrogging as it would allow the healthcare system to

move from a fee for service to fee for value and would allow providers to concentrate on

population health (i.e., preventative medicine).

In the DoD, which currently allots 10% of DOD budget to healthcare, there are advances

towards preventative health including:

• Congressionally Directed Medical Research Programs (CDMRP) 16;

• Advances in prosthetics; and

• Wearables for keeping patients healthy over time.

The VA gets the majority of the US Government healthcare budget. VA has a history of

using public-private partnerships and 60% of its healthcare is from outside the VA system.

On average a veteran spends 100 minutes per year at the VA.

Data Sharing and Ownership Emergency medical responders (EMR) often do not have the

data needed to treat a patient. The healthcare community needs to provide the healthcare

professionals with both the patients’ historical data (greater than three years) and personal

(non-clinical) data.

Data sharing falls across a spectrum from personal data to research data. Personal data is

what the patient chooses to share:

• Sensors and analytics would drive the processes;

• Interactive systems would allow for data to be analyzed locally; and

• With more individuals using sensors, there would be more results to drive different

answers and create big data.

We also need researchers to develop analytics using personal data to provide feedback

to the patient. We need to break the cycle where healthcare researchers hoard data and do

not share it with patients/subjects. Currently, the healthcare community lacks the time to

research during medical events (life threatening or not). To generate the analytics to solve

emergencies, the healthcare community must assure that:

16http://cdmrp.army.mil/
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• Patients are asked to share data;

• Patients can download medical images to their mobile phones and Smart tablets; and

• Provide opportunities to leapfrog technologies.

Today, the healthcare community has nearly the required technology for devices and

wearables but needs the analytics to complete the processes. Also, there are generational per-

ception differences; millennials are more willing to share their data and are more connected.

The healthcare community should consider flipping the inside and the outside. The

clinical data in the EHR is owned by the provider and the health data provided on the phone

is owned by the patient. The role of AI is needed to analyze the sensor data to provide

personalized analysis of the patient that includes confidence factors in a highly-regulated

space. This would work something like the “check engine” light on cars. An alert would go

to the patient to contact the doctor and could include suggested behavioral and lifestyle

changes.

Outstanding questions for the government include: “How do we introduce these innova-

tions into the VA system? What do we do post-event to put the patient in remission? What

can be prevented?” For example, there could be applications in the app store for DoD and VA

users to download tools that redirect the patient to a health solution. This is a paradigm shift

that gives control of the health record to the patient.

In DoD, this could limit the average time in doctor’s offices. With more data available,

the patient and provider can discuss the clinical issues. If social data is also mined, this may

reduce suicide rates. Use of genomics would supply family history data analogous to the

check engine light. It would be like using the check engine light versus replacing the engine!

The incentive for providers is improved doctor ratings and having healthier patients.

Sensors and Devices Ideally, the healthcare community wants to place sensors in the home

to channel the right data to the doctor without the patients having to come into the office.

This is especially helpful for the VA cardiology patients and with DOD for warfighter sensors.

It is imperative to sense the environment and not just the patient. Environment sensing can

also help predict a pending incident, possibly prevent it, if not, then at least provide important

information to responders and doctors. For example, suppose someone is diving and needs

to be resuscitated; their dive computer contains temperature data about the environment,

and temperature affects resuscitation. This data should all feed into medical intelligence

system helping the patient to get healthy faster and for the DoD helping the fighter return to

the force quicker.
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In the VA, the Smart Home initiative17 is an example of using sensors. Discussions

regarding the sensors included the following topics:

• If a provider team is responsible for readmissions, they are more interested in home

healthcare;

• Follow up after surgery requires the provider to spend time with the patient and time

to document the visit, neither of which require payment for the provider’s time; and

• The provider is paid when patient calls doctor.

Telehealth is another exciting advancement, refer to the Whitehouse site for the VA’s

interview18. Another example of telehealth is the X Prize for Medicine – better sensors with

better data – better than in ICUs19.

A key question remains: “how much data should devices send?” Some data is too big to

transfer back and forth to edge devices, such as genomics data. Perhaps it is important to send

error codes (connecting to the earlier discussion on inference on devices) – to save bandwidth

– the ML model on the device only sends data when something unusual is detected. Error

codes in healthcare are dangerous because they lack full definition.

While sensors can be great, the healthcare community would be remiss if it did not

mention the worry about cyber security. For example, what happens if a hacker gets onto a

personal device.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Sometimes a provider does not need exten-

sive historical data. For example, a doctor in an emergency room does not need 20 years

of data. However, to be predictive, preventative, and proactive, one needs to be able to

build models that use personal history to detect anomalies. Scenarios need to include what

happens before and after an incident. Left of incident – borrowed from military/counter-

terrorism term “left of boom” (e.g., what to do before an IED explosion happens versus what

to do right of boom or after it happens?).

• The healthcare community needs systems that take the data from current incidents and

learns personalized patterns; this is computer intensive. Once ML models are trained,

the models can be pushed to edge devices.

17https://www.va.gov/HEALTH/NewsFeatures/2016/May/A-Smart-Home-for-Veterans-with-
Brain-Injuries.asp

18https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/08/03/remarks-president-trump-
department-veterans-affairs-telehealth-event

19http://tricorder.xprize.org/
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• Inference scenarios (requiring less computer intensive) from models can be used

(on small devices) to detect unusual or concerning patterns and ignore expected or

insignificant patterns. This can be used on the device to alert users/patients to issues.

• AI devices need to build that can alert the user and the doctor to healthcare issues;

imagine having a heart attack and the smart watch makes the alert.

• Systems need to be mixed-initiative: Sometimes the system notifies the patient of a

situation, other times, the patient needs to be able to ask the system for information,

for instance if they are feeling “strange”, or to ask follow-up questions on system alerts.

• Some argue that the healthcare community does not need to worry about language

processing and should just concentrate on amassing data from health devices or in

databases. Human observation cannot at this point be replaced by just lots of data.

Doctors’ comments and patients’ conversations contain important context that cannot

be detected by health devices and ML. ML is powerful, but it is not magic.

Regarding the role of augmented intelligence, the healthcare community needs to process

on the edge and determine the bandwidth. Tools and platforms currently exist today to boost

cognitive / augmented intelligence capabilities to help prevent suicides by the following:

• Building emotional resiliency in those at risk for suicide far in advance of ideations by

leveraging augmented intelligence and chatbot technology and

• Analyzing social media and other data sources to understand the sentiment, tone and

emotion, allowing us to quickly assess whether an individual is of suicidal risk not.

These tools can be leveraged to both pre-screen Veterans for early signs of suicidal

thoughts, and to foster emotional resilience via a trust platform that seeks to first understand

the individual and then reason from inputs, needs, and services. Available tools teach individ-

uals to provide an interactive chatbot environment whereby the data is user-owned, available

on mobile devices, and leverages available services or user-selected peer networks to build

resilience far ahead of suicide contemplation.

Be aware that AI works using confidence factors. System confidence is not sufficient.

There are plenty of examples where systems report 99% confidence and are completely wrong

in ways that are obvious to a human.
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Standardization New EHR addresses interoperability issues, but it will not fix them. The

healthcare community needs standard workflows to save money on fixing data and to orga-

nize nonstandard data. The healthcare community must also realize that humans will still

make mistakes.

VA systems have the reputation of not being interoperable; however, they have more than

90% standardization yet we have less than 1% of medical data in EMR systems. Currently,

providers need only need three years of old data, but we will need more data for predictive

analysis.

EHR provides standardization between Departments and currently it is only used for

medical documentation. Open API standards have an impact on healthcare, but to do so,

they must do the following:

• Make sense;

• Allow users to establish a relationship;

• Allow for agreement on data storage; and

• Allow for the extremes – personal information versus research.

Current discussion about healthcare standards can be found at IEEE 11073 (Health infor-

matics - Medical / health device communication standards)20.

3.5.3 Recommendations

The participants in the Healthcare IT collaboration session identified the following important

findings and recommendations:

• The government needs to consider strategic approaches and innovations to help solve

problems and “leapfrog over the current technology” to create new capabilities;

• The healthcare community need to move towards a mindset where patients own their

data and choose to share it with the providers through wearable devices and sensors.

This provides two significant advances:

– Researchers can use the data and scenarios to build AI systems that will be predic-

tive in nature and
20https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEEE_11073, https://standards.ieee.org/findstds/

standard/healthcare_it.html
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– When patients are sick or injured, the environmental and personal data is known,

allowing patients to be treated quickly and efficiently, reducing further complica-

tions, and getting him/her healthy more quickly.

• The healthcare community must have standardized workflows to build the infrastruct-

ure needed to transform health systems; and

• Preventative health is the ultimate goal.

4 SUMMIT RECOMMENDATIONS

As with past Federal Cloud & Data Center Summit discussions, the collaboration sessions

discussions had a common set of themes.

As cloud adoption becomes more prevalent within the government, the shortage of

appropriately trained individuals is becoming more apparent. To help alleviate this challenge

and while government representatives are becoming trained, public-private partnerships

can help alleviate the skillset shortage of cloud practitioners in the government.

Government IT managers have called for reference architectures, migration guidance,

and governance standards to help guide cloud adoption and decision making. These stan-

dards will help organizations migrating or adopting clouds for the first time navigate the

process of using cloud services.

DevOps will become of utmost importance, and guidance documents on how to adopt

DevOps will be essential to ease the transition to cloud environments that modify current

government agency practices.

Security – a perennial challenge of cloud adoption – would benefit from a SSPG or com-

mon CSP security-related API standards to simplify the integration of cloud-based cyber

defense solutions for agencies working across multiple cloud platforms.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The August 2017 Federal Cloud & Data Center Summit highlighted several challenges facing

the Federal Government’s adoption of cloud computing and data center modernization

efforts.

• The primary barrier to government cloud adoption remains cultural aversion (e.g.,

“letting go of the data”, adopting proper DevOps)
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• Accurately measuring and predicting cost is challenging, particularly the impacts of

cultural changes on overall cost

• Standards – particularly those addressing security – are vague and have not yet helped

broaden cloud adoption in the government

• “Leap-frogging” (i.e., planning and preparing for the latest and next technical evolu-

tions) technology is essential to helping government keep pace with industry

The focus of the discussions is shifting toward “IT managers” (e.g., policy and intra-agency

adoption) as cloud implementations become more accepted, trusted, and common-place.

However, cultural barriers still exist, making government cloud adoption (as well as its cost

estimation and preparation) more challenging. Specific to cost estimation, tools exist to make

cloud operation costs well understood and estimated, but managerial and cultural costs are

still difficult to properly and accurately estimate.

As cited, the government is traditionally “good” at using, implementing, and operating

in data centers, but the translation of those skills to cloud environments has been difficult.

Despite those challenges, government representatives understand and have adopting the

mindset of “cloud-first”.

The emphasis of DevOps and how good DevOps practices can help facilitate the migration

to and adoption of cloud services occurred in nearly every collaboration session. This rein-

forces the need for government agencies to revise their DevOps practices when considering a

migration to the cloud.

While the August 2017 Federal Cloud & Data Center Summit highlighted areas of contin-

ued challenges and barriers to adoption, the Summit also cited notable advances in mitigating

these perennial challenges. Contrary to prior summits [4, 5, 6, 3, 2], there were a variety of

“cloud champions” advocating for the rapid adoption of cloud services, cloud-first adoption,

and risk-taking for cloud adoption. Further, the security challenges traditionally mentioned

along with cloud adoption have moved from universal aversion to more granular issues. For

example, the participants cited the need for enabling standards, monitoring controls, and

interoperable APIs for better monitoring of cloud-based data.

An interested theme from the day was the notion of needing a forcing function that will

help expedite proper cloud and DevOps adoption within the government. Many participants

cited budget cuts as a looming forcing function of cloud adoption; in other words, cloud

adoption would help push cloud adoption and streamline the process of enhancing tech-

nological innovation and modernization. The forcing function may also be the increased
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value of integrating multiple emerging technologies into a cloud environment, such as IoT or

mobile [10].

In a change from prior years [13], the summits will be held less frequently21, opting

instead for an increased emphasis on working groups. ATARC is holding a series of working

groups – to include a variety on the topic of cloud computing [1] – to address the more

granular challenges and nuanced needs of government cloud practitioners. This follows

the summits’ own recommendations for emphasizing collaborative working groups. We

recommend that government cloud practitioners participate in the appropriate working

groups to leverage best practices, influence policy and practices, and facilitate government

cloud adoption. Per the recommendations of this document, participation in these groups

is highly recommended for government cloud practitioners and organizations that support

government cloud adoption.
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